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About This Game

***Further development of Gyrodisc Super League has been cancelled***

See here for further information:

http://steamcommunity.com/games/425870/announcements/detail/1441575932901639886

Gyrodisc Super League is a bright, colourful arcade sports game for up to 4 players. Players compete in a lightning-fast
futuristic sport that’s a blend of air hockey, tennis and volleyball. The rules may be simple, but victory is seized through quick

reactions and devious mind games!

Features

Fast-paced local multiplayer: Compete with your friends in thrilling competitive versus matches for up to 4 players, or
add AI opponents to get in some much needed solo training.

Singles and doubles gameplay: Take on your opponent solo in classic singles matches, or battle it out in teams of two in
hectic doubles games, where a combination of individual skill and team tactics will win the day.

Choose your character: Choose between three unique player characters, each with their own strengths, weaknesses and a
powerful signature throw.
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Choose your Arena: Select from 5 distinct court setups at launch, with their own arrangement of goals, score boosts and
obstacles that change the layout of the Gyrodisc Super League Arena.

Gameplay

Using all the moves at your disposal is key to victory in Gyrodisc Super League!

Run, dive, catch and throw to keep the disc out of your goal and send it soaring towards your opponent’s.

Lob the disc over your adversary’s head to catch them off guard.

Throw the disc the instant you catch it for a high-speed perfect return. Chain perfect returns together and the disc gets
faster and faster!

Advanced moves including looping curved throws and wild special throws.

Use these tools together to wrong-foot your opponents and keep them guessing!
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gyrodisc super league mega. gyrodisc super league descargar. gyrodisc super league

I hecking love it. The fact that I can make Megalovania play with the press of a button is amazing.. If you get this as a bundle,
sure. But buy skins? Waste of money.. Brovo! Brovo!. It says there's 6 levels, but my game ended after 2, gg no re.. An
interesting, but short, puzzle game. The last puzzle took me most of the time - and I'm still not sure if my solution was what I
thought it should be. Worth a look.... This game, despite being in Early Access, has the polish and fun factor reminiscent of
Nintendo games. Everything, from the lovely cartoonish visuals, to really enjoyable sound design. The game plays smooth and
tight, and is just really, really fun to play. The best way I could describe it is a mix between Rocket League and shelshock, while
only taking the best aspects of those games and turning it into a wonderful passion project. Overall, this is definitely worth
picking up!. Tanya in my opinion was the worst character, thematically in this Mortal Kombat. She plays decently, but I would
only recommend her if you are a fan of playing characters like Mileena, Raiden, or Kitana. why cant i change the language?, Fix
it!. didnt even bother playing it for more than 5 minutes. awful graphics and bad english. looks sounds and feels very cheaply
made. got it on sale and i still feel cheated. you should probably read a review by someone that could stomach putting more time
and effort into playing it, but i just couldnt do it. (yuck)
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A great point-and-click adventure game! Darkestville Castle puts you in control of Cid, the demon of Darkestville, a villainous,
EVIIILLLL mastermind who delights in making the lives of people as miserable as can be. The game uses the unique style of
playing as the villain to create plenty of dark humor and some pretty fun solutions to certain puzzles.

Overall, the story is pretty great though it hardly sticks in the mind after you finish the game only because its pacing (i.e. the
narrative's) is pretty fast. But that is to say it can't be enjoyed despite that, it totally can. And, hey, if get stuck on a puzzle and
can't progress then there's no better time to enjoy the great art. Character designs are kinda all over the place which means that I
found most of the characters not cohesive or they stand out too much from the rest that they're almost jarring. For example,
Foxy Romero feels so off compared to most of the other human characters although this does become less of an issue with the
demons. Well, of course, because of the fact that they're demons I guess and can have all kinds of shapes and form. Voice acting
is ok until you finish the game and then you realize that most of the characters were voiced by just one guy! Who knew? Thanks
ending credits! There were bits of mismatch between the subtitles and the voice-over but it's pretty minor that it didn't bother
me that much nor did it affect playing the game at all.

Darkestville Castle is definitely a great game. And I can poudly say I'm glad I played it!. A very nice game with tricky puzzles.
The graphics are not the newest but its still a game which can be very enjoyable because of the story. In addition you must save
your game with small breaks because of the lack of autosave and of game over situations (fire in the woods or the stealth part)
where you must load the last save you made. Because of this issue I had lots of replays because I forgot to save my game and I
had to replay 3 hours of the game again.. I first bought this game back in the day as part of the Addiction Pinball package
(which included one other table, involving racing). Seeing this game on sale for 79 cents I thought it might still be fun and I can
finally play it on my current system.

And I still think it's fun, in short bursts (pretty much true for any pinball table actually). Given it's age and simplicity I wouldn't
recommend paying full price for it but for me, 79 cents is a no-brainer.. Sonic Boom and Temple Run had an oxygen-deprived
baby and this is the result: an un-optimized meme.

The game might only be $2.99 but that Double Cheeseburger and soft drink you could've gotten at McDonalds would've been so
much better.. So I gave this one a very short play through, so do with that nugget of info what you will. I thought this was going
to be fun and interesting, it was at first, but the novelty, for me, wore off early on. Reccomend if it was free.. The game is very
cool initially. It feels like it's going to be great. However, there is almost nothing to it. It seems like they created some really cool
systems then didn't use them much. I felt like I hadn't beaten the game, but I didn't know how to progress. So, I googled it, and
found I was only missing 2 endings: lose to the final boss, and the "real" ending. These are trivial to get, and I was really
disappointed that the game was already finished to that extent. All-in-all, this is a cool game to pour 3 or 4 hours into, but it's
just not deep, nor is it challenging. The worst part is it tricks you into feeling like it is going to be a very deep, intriguing game
as you play it. However, I still recommend playing this game because it is still very cool despite the disappointment.. Best arcade
game ever. Used to play this back in the days on xbox, its rly fun and the nostalgia is real.
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